SAVE Supervision
Information and Participation Requirements
The Adult Probation and Parole Department has evaluated you and found that you should be
referred for Swift Alternative Violation enforcement (SAVE) supervision to resolve you pending
VOP(S).
SAVE supervision is a sentencing option for the Court. It may be imposed either after admission
of the allegations in the VOP Petition or after a hearing.
Because you have been recommended for SAVE supervision you will have the following
benefits:
 A greatly expedited Level II hearing.
 Release from custody more promptly than in the normal course of violation hearings.
 Avoidance of the imposition of an incarceration sentence that would ordinarily be
recommended. Your violation guideline range is __________________________
SAVE is a form of supervision with set sanctions as explained in the Sanction Notice you have
received. While under SAVE supervision, depending on your conduct, you will serve
substantially less incarceration time for violations of your probation or parole. However, to
accomplish this, violations will be addressed more swiftly than in the usual procedure. Each
violation while under SAVE supervision will be counted as a Level I violation detention hearing.
Your level II hearing will be held in abeyance while you continue on SAVE supervision. If, at
any time, your SAVE supervision is unsuccessfully terminated you will receive a Level II
hearing. Your previous Level I SAVE violations will form the basis for Adult Probation and
Parole’s violation petition and will be considered at your Level II hearing.
To provide you the benefits of an expedited Level II hearing and release from custody, avoidance
of the recommended sentence and shorter periods of incarceration for violations while under
supervision, you must be willing to waive certain rights and procedures as set out in the SAVE
Participation Requirements.
_______________________________________
I acknowledge receipt of this document

______________________________
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